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DNA stretching experiments are usually interpreted using the wormlike chain model; the param
A appearing in the model is then interpreted as giving the elastic bend stiffness of the double
Actually, however, the value ofA obtained by this method is a combination of bend stiffness a
intrinsic bendeffects reflecting sequence information, just as at zero stretching force. This observ
resolves the discrepancy between the value ofA measured in these experiments and the larger “dynam
persistence length” measured by other means. On the other hand, thetwist stiffness deduced from
torsionally constrained stretching experiments suffers no such correction. The calculation is very s
and analytic; it explains the success of the naive wormlike chain model over the entire force ran
DNA stretching experiments. [S0031-9007(98)06015-3]

PACS numbers: 87.15.–v, 87.10.+e, 87.15.By
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The DNA in living cells is often described as a pas
sive database of pure information, the genome. In fa
however, the DNA molecule itself actively collaborate
in its own packaging, transcription, regulation, and repa
[1]. Unraveling the underlying mechanisms of these cr
cial processes requires an understanding of the basic m
chanical properties of the DNA duplex. For example, th
fundamental unit of DNA packaging, the nucleosome,
delicately balanced between elastic stresses and bind
energies [2]; an accurate account of the former is clea
important for analyzing the stability of the whole complex
Since nucleosomal DNA is under torsional as well as ben
ing stress [3], an accurate model incorporating both tw
and bend is needed.

Recently a new class of experiments has permitted p
cise physical control oversingle moleculesof DNA [4].
For example, a single molecule of known contour leng
L can be subjected to known stretching forcef at its ends
and the resulting extension (end-to-end length)Z mea-
sured. Simple arguments from polymer physics then pr
dict thatZ , L since thermal fluctuations keep a flexible
rod from being perfectly straight;Z approachesL at
large f. Remarkably, Bustamanteet al. [5] found that a
very simple model, the “wormlike chain,” fits the force-
extension data over four orders of magnitude inf. The
model attributes to DNA just one parameter, the elas
bend stiffnesskeff, usually expressed in thermal units a
Aeff  keffykBT . Subsequent experiments have refine
its value to [6]keff  s40 nmdkBT [7]. In an important
extension of the technique, Stricket al. devised atorsion-
ally constrainedstretching experiment [8–10]. Analyses
of the corresponding directed walk problem led to va
ues of the twist stiffness̃keff betweens75 nmdkBT and
s110 nmdkBT [11–14]; in each case,̃keffykeff was found
to exceed unity. Large values for this ratio are not impo
sible, but they are disturbing in the light of classical bea
theory: In continuum elasticity a large value ofk̃yk im-
plies a material withnegative Poisson ratio,a situation not
found in ordinary materials [15].
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The purpose of this Letter is to show that the valu
keff measured by stretching experiments doesnot directly
reflect the bend stiffness of the DNA helix, but rather
certain combination of stiffness anddisorder induced by
the sequence of natural DNA. Since these two effects w
enter in different combinations in other circumstances, fo
example, the nucleosome binding energy, it is importa
to disentangle them. In fact,keff underestimatesthe true
elastic bend stiffnessk, while k̃eff accurately reflects the
true k̃, as announced in [13]. Thus the large observe
value ofk̃effykeff is perhaps not as mysterious as it at firs
seems.

Recently Bensimonet al. [16] have independently stud-
ied these and other issues. Using a different model fro
ours, they found analytical formulas for low-force stretch
ing and numerical results for allf, at both strong and weak
disorder. Below we will restrict to the case of weak dis
order, the case relevant for DNA. In this limit the calcu
lation becomes very simple. The result obtained here f
keff differs from [16], as described below. We will also
retain the torsional degree of freedom needed to study t
twist stiffness.

The result of this Letter is perhaps not surprising i
the light of extensive earlier work on DNA coils atzero
applied tension. A uniform rigid stack of monomers mus
form some sort of helix, and in particular such a heli
will have a straight axis in its undeformed state. DNA
however, is a stack of four different types of units. Th
sequence of natural DNA has a small component wi
period equal to the helix repeat [17], but mainly the
sequence imparts random natural bends to the rod [1
Trifonov et al. [19] noted that even in the absence of an
thermal fluctuations a randomly kinked rod would follow
a random walk of some persistence lengthP, the “static”
(or “structural”) persistence length. They argued that th
effective persistence length of such a coil at nonze
temperature would beAeff  keffykBT , where

keff  kys1 1 ld , (1)
© 1998 The American Physical Society
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with k the true elastic stiffness of the rod andl ;
kyPkBT . They verified formula (1) with Monte Carlo
simulations [20], then computed the numerical valueP 
216 nm and hencel  0.3 starting from sequence infor-
mation and estimates of the wedge angles. Later, Bed
et al. measuredl more directly by comparing random
coils of natural DNA to synthetic constructs designe
to be straight; they obtainedk  s78 nmdkBT , Aeff 
s45 nmdkBT , and hencel  0.4 [21–23].

One might imagine that under extensional force th
kinked rod would simply follow the usual wormlike chain
result with k replaced bykeff from Eq. (1). Indeed, we
will show that this is correct for weak disorder(small
l). In contrast, Bensimonet al. [16] found that at weak
disorder keff  ks1 2

1
2

p
l d, while Marko and Siggia

[24] argued that at high force the disorder is immateria
keff  k.

When one constrains the total linking number of DNA
as in the experiments of [8–10], the appropriate math
matical problem becomes the “wormlike ribbon chain” (o
“torsional directed walk”) [11–14]. We will show that
with weak disorder the kinked rod reproduces the resu
of the homogeneous rod with twist stiffness

k̃eff  k̃ . (2)

Calculation.—We wish to evaluate the extension of a
randomly kinked, flexible rod under an imposed tensionf,
and later an applied torque as well. We seek the leadi
term in an expansion in weak disorder; the extension
higher orders is straightforward [25].

To describe the rod conformations, letÊassd be a “mate-
rial frame,” i.e., an orthonormal triad describing the orien
tation of the rod segment at arclengths from the end, with
Ê3 the tangent to the rod axis. The spatial componentsEia

of these three vectors thus form a3 3 3 orthogonal matrix
Essd. Let V ; E21 ÙE ;

P
i ViTi , where the dot denotes

dyds. Ti are the three antisymmetric3 3 3 matrices gen-
erating rotations, e.g.,fT1g23  11. The elastic energy of
a conformation is then

Eelastic 
1
2

Z L

0
ds fksV1 2 z1d2 1 ksV2 2 z2d2

1 k̃sV3 2 z3d2g . (3)

The functions zissd appearing in (3) specify the ran-
dom kinks [26]. We give them an isotropic, Gaussia
distribution,

ffzissdgg  0 ,

ffzissdzjss0dgg 
l

A
dss 2 s0d

" 1
1

g

#
ij

. (4)

Here the double brackets signify an average over an e
semble of many possible sequences [27]. Consideri
the curve whose curvature is exactlyzissd, one can see
that P  Ayl is the structural persistence length men
tioned above, by calculatingffÊ3s0d ? Ê3ssdgg  1 2
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O ss2d. The constantg in Eq. (4) will drop out of our an-
swers. Finally we add to the energy a term describing
work done by the external stretching force,

2f
Z

ds E33 . (5)

Even neglecting thermal undulations altogethe
straightening the rod requires some extensional force
overcome theelasticenergy (3). We must now introduce
entropiceffects as well, and compute the full extension

ZyL  ffkE33s0dlgg , (6)

where the angle brackets are the usual thermal averag
To carry out the calculation, begin with the Euler ang

representation of a rotation matrix, defining three fiel
ussd, fssd, andcssd by

E  e2fT3 e2uT2 e2cT3 . (7)

To exploit the assumed isotropy of the rod and its disord
define the complex variableW  sV1 1 iV2dy

p
2 

e2ic s2i Ùu 1 Ùf sinudy
p

2. Similarly, let Z  sz1 1

iz2dy
p

2, which then obeysffZssdZ pss0dgg  l
A dss 2 s0d

andffZ ssdZ ss0dgg  0. The energy then becomes

Eelastic 
Z

ds

∑
ksjW j2 2 W Z p 2 W pZd

1
1
2

k̃s Ùc 1 Ùf cosu 1 z3d2 2 f cosu

∏
.

(8)
We have dropped the divergent constant

R
jZj2 from (8)

because constants in the energy do not affect ther
averages. It is now clear that the disorder fieldz3ssd
may be eliminated from thẽk term of (8) by shifting
the definition ofc [28]. Sincec does not enter the first
term, while the next two terms already contain the disord
field Z , this shift eliminatesz3 to leading order in the
strengthl. The physical meaning of this shift is simple
Consider a straight, isotropic rod with a randomly rotatin
reference stripe painted on its surface. Nothing chan
if we pass to a different material frame rotated ats by an
angle

Rs ds0 z3ss0d relative to the old one.
What makes our problem interesting is that the disord

Z cannotbe so trivially eliminated, due to a clash betwee
thek terms and thef term. To leading nontrivial order in
the disorder strengthl theZ terms of (8) contribute

1 1

µ
k

kBT

∂2 Z
ds ds0 W ssdZpssdW pss0dZ ss0d , (9)

to the Boltzmann weighte2EelasticykBT . Performing the
disorder average over theZ fields eliminates one of the
integrations overs [see Eq. (4)], so that the correctio

factor is the leading term ofekl
R

dsjW j2

ykBT . Comparing
to (8), we see that toO sld the effect of disorder is simply
to replacek by keff  ks1 2 ld, leaving k̃ unchanged.
This proves (1) and (2) since we are working to first ord
in l. To go beyond this order we must be careful
treat the disorder as quenched, for example, via the rep
trick [29].
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Thus, within our approximations,the only effect of
sequence on entropic elasticity is to reduce the appare
bend stiffness,as claimed in Eqs. (1) and (2).

Discussion.—The model investigated above may seem
highly reductionist, neglecting as it does all of the specific
properties of DNA, e.g., the specific bends at particula
base-pair junctions. Indeed, we have used a continuu
model, where there are no base pairs at all. But it i
precisely the existence of a good continuum limit, despit
the very singular form of the assumed disorder (4), whic
gives the result universality. Like the phenomenon o
entropic elasticity itself, random kinks affect the force-
extension curve via fluctuations over length scales muc
longer than a base pair.

The analysis given here explains the qualitative succe
of models without disorder in fitting DNA stretching ex-
periments: The force-extension curve is predicted to b
of the same form as the naive wormlike chain, with only
a renormalization of the bend stiffness. It also predict
that single-molecule stretching experiments on long, in
trinsically straight DNA would show the same increase in
effective persistence length as is seen at zero force, for e
ample, in [21,22]. More importantly, it implies that the
elastic stiffness relevant for deformation of a given seg
ment of DNA on scales shorter than a micron is consid
erably greater than the value obtained by fitting the naiv
wormlike chain model to stretching experiments.
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